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Abstract 
While people come up with ideas about a mobile application to create, they are often not 
preliminarily concerned with the security behind their mobile app.  This can be a 
significant problem for both user created apps as well as highly developed apps.  With all 
these apps being available to the public through the App Store or Google Play, a 
widespread vulnerability is created.  Additionally, mobile applications often access 
information such as location, camera, and other private information that is stored on the 
phone.  The data that is used and collected by a mobile app needs to be stored and 
disposed of securely such that those without authority cannot access it while the app is in 
use or even after the phone is reset.  This paper will look the reasons behind some recent 
data leaks through mobile apps and what can be done to ensure that data and private 
information are stored securely.  Accompanying this paper is a demonstration on how to 
extract data from iOS devices, and the results that were found through doing this process 
on a variety of apps. 
  



Introduction 

Mobile devices are used for almost anything a computer can do and sometimes 

even more.  Many people have private information stored on their phones such as 

banking information, photos, emails or other.  A large problem in mobile security is how 

applications are storing users private information.  According to the Open Web 

Application Security Project (OWAPS) the number one top mobile security risk is 

insecure data storage [1].  There have been several recent cases of mobile apps storing 

data insecurely and attackers exposing this vulnerability.  Storing data on mobile devices 

can be a challenging problem because space is very limited on mobile devices.  Another 

issue occurs when data is not correctly wiped off these devices once the user or the 

application is done using it.  Then when devices are recycled or lost, attackers can 

uncover data that the user thought was erased.  The people who are creating apps are a 

main factor in why this is a problem.  According to a report by Gartner, an American 

information technology research firm, at least 25 percent of new business software is 

user-created [2].  People just learning how to create apps maybe not know of this 

vulnerability so it is not built into the app in development.  This is a significant problem 

when the number of apps available in the App Store and Google Play is over a million 

and growing [3]. 

 

To The Community 

This paper is aimed at both mobile device users and mobile app creators, and 

seeks to raise awareness of insecure data storage on mobile devices.  The power in a 

mobile device is always increasing while people are inventing more and more things that 



can be done with them.  Creating an app has gotten much easier, which allows people 

who do not have much experience in software development able to produce their app.  

This gives the power to many people to widely distribute their app to the public.  The 

App Store and Google Play have some checks on apps before they are made for purchase 

but they mostly check for malware.  An app with a serious security vulnerability may 

pass either of these stores inspections and be put up for download to the public.  This 

results in the problem going unnoticed until it is exploited.  The community should be 

aware of the overall security issues that accompany mobile devices.  The most important 

thing for members of the community to keep in mind is to be careful with what they keep 

on their phone including banking information, emails, photos or anything else. 

 

The Starbucks app was recently found to have a data storage security flaw.  The 

Starbucks app is used for pay for purchases at Starbucks and is widely used by over 10 

million customers [4].  Users must have a Starbucks account which maintains a balance 

for them to use at Starbucks.  The app stores a users email address, account login name, 

password, and account history including location history.  In January 2014, the Starbucks 

app was found to not be safely storing its users data.  The problem was that the app was 

storing all this information in plain text in the session.clslog file, which is in the apps 

/Library/Cache [5].  This means that if an attacker got possession of the phone even for a 

short period of time, the attacker could simply go to this file and get the users email 

address, username and password in clear text. 

Snapchat is another app that had a data storage vulnerability.  Snapchat is an app 

that lets users send photos, which delete after 10 seconds.  Users may think that once 



their photos have been sent and opened by the recipient they are gone forever.  However 

this is not the case.  They are actually stored in a hidden folder, which can be accessed if 

given the proper tools [6].  If a user loses their device, or recycles an old device an 

attacker could possibly find Snapchat images and videos that were thought to have been 

deleted. 

Another issue in data storage on mobile devices is the deletion of data.  People 

often wish to sell or recycle their old devices.  This can be a problem when their personal 

data is left on the device.  Simply doing a reset of the device does not necessarily wipe all 

of ones information off of it.  In general when there is something stored in memory, it is 

placed into a block of memory and a pointer is created to that block.  Whenever it is to be 

retrieved, the pointer is followed to retrieve it from memory.  The problem arises when 

this data is to be deleted.  Deletion works by simply deleting the pointer to the block of 

memory, while the data still resides in memory.  The data sits in this block of memory 

until something else wants to use it and it is overwritten.  Forensics tools can be used to 

recover data from memory even when the user thinks it has been deleted.  This is 

important for members of the community to understand because when they think they are 

deleting something from a device they may not have gotten rid of it permanently. 

 

Defenses 

There are measures that can be taken in order to ensure that data is stored securely 

on mobile devices.  For developers, knowing where and how to store data is important in 

keeping data secure.  For iOS, the two main ways of storing data are SQLite and Core 

Data [7].  SQLite is a relational database, which means that data is stored in a table.  



Using the app on a device may not allow the user to get extra information out of the 

database but there are easy ways to extract this data.  In the accompanying demonstration, 

it is shown how easy it is to extract data from apps on an iOS device.  The same can be 

done for Android devices and it is just as simple.  In the demonstration, many of the apps 

that were looked at stored the data in a SQLite database, which could be copied to a 

computer and then opened to view all entries.  Additionally, some apps stored photos and 

images in the clear in their file system.  Twitter for example, stored profile pictures of 

accounts that the user follows, whether or not the user is signed into their account.  AAA 

and MilerMeter stored the users location in clear text so anyone getting access to the apps 

data could see the users frequent locations.  Seeing how easy it is to take data from apps, 

developers need to defend against this.  Encryption is one way of handling this problem.  

It makes all of the apps data unreadable to someone who just gets a copy of the apps 

database.  A special key is required to decrypt the database and make it readable.  For 

those creating apps there are built in packages provided by Oracle for encrypting data [8].  

Mobile app developers should be aware of the proper way to store data.  They need to be 

mindful of what information they are storing and who should have access to seeing this 

information. 

 For highly sensitive information such as passwords or credit card information, 

there is an even more secure method of storage.  For iPhone this involves the use of iOS 

keychains.  Keychains securely store bits of information and the information can only be 

accessed with the keychain in unlocked with a key.  Values that are stored have a unique 

key making sure that access to one value does not allow global access to all values.  Apps 

on an iOS device can unlock a keychain and get access to only the information that it is 



storing.  This ensures that other apps cannot get access to this information, and the user 

cannot get it either.  The iOS developer contains a Keychain services API so that 

developers can use the keychains feature [9].  Keychains are the best way to store highly 

sensitive information, and they can be easily used through the iOS developer.  Like iOS, 

Android has the KeyChain class that has key value pairs for storing information securely. 

To defend against recovering deleted data there are things that can be done by the 

user to ensure their device is completely wiped.  For both iPhone and Android, there are 

factory resets that can be performed which delete all the addresses to information.  As 

stated before, this does not get rid of the actual data.  It still resides in memory until it is 

overwritten.  There are a couple defenses against this.  First, Android devices have the 

option of encrypting data.  Decrypting the data would require a key, which someone who 

was trying to recover data would not be able to find.  Another option to defend against 

this is to overwrite the device with useless data so that anything data that was still 

residing in memory is overwritten [10].  There are android apps that overwrite the device 

with useless data such as Secure Erase with iShredder 3.  The iPhone is very similar to 

Android, and there are likewise apps that also overwrite the entire phone.  There is an app 

called iPhone Data Eraser that overwrites the entire phones memory with random 

numbers.  Taking the proper steps can ensure that one’s data cannot be recovered from 

their device.  Users should know that resetting or erasing their device might leave their 

data vulnerable.  Before they donate or recycle an old device, they need to take the 

necessary measures to completely wipe off their personal data from the device.  

For the general public, there are defenses against these security vulnerabilities as 

well.  Firstly, apps should only be downloaded from reputable places.  For iPhone this 



means only downloading from the App Store.  For Android there are more stores, but 

Google Play is the most reputable.  This is important because these app stores perform 

checks on apps for malware.  Other third party app stores may not perform such checks, 

leaving malicious apps available for the public to download.  Second, when an app finds 

there is vulnerability, usually a fix can be developed and an update is released to patch 

the problem.  This means that older versions of apps may still be vulnerable.  For this 

reason, it is important to always do updates for mobile apps as soon as they are released.  

Finally, and most importantly it is important to have a general awareness that there are 

always vulnerabilities and security breaches.  For this reason, people should be careful as 

to what they keep on their device, who they lend it to and where they plug it in. 

 

Conclusion 

The goal of this paper is to spread awareness of the vulnerabilities in mobile apps data 

storage.  This is directed at both developers and users who can each do their part on this 

issue.  Developers can help to prevent date storage vulnerabilities from arising by taking 

the proper measures of securely securing data.    On the side of the user, people can be 

aware of these security flaws so they know why is it essential to do updates and how to 

wipe their device before they recycle it.  The security vulnerabilities arise from data 

being stored in the clear and people who get access to a phone are able to recover the 

apps data.  This is even a problem when someone is done with their phone so they do a 

factory reset and think they deleted everything off of it.  Phones that are lost, or thought 

to be wiped clean are vulnerable to having their data extracted from it.  There are millions 

are apps that can use and store plenty of different private information about a user.  For 



this reason it is essential that information is not left vulnerable to attacks.  Insecure data 

storage is a huge problem and will continue to be a problem as people are unaware of the 

issue.  The most important take away from this paper is to understand what the 

vulnerability is and why the public needs to be aware of this issue. 
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Extracting data from iOS Apps 
 
This demonstration is meant to show to how extract data from iOS apps.  Some data is 
already accessible through the app while some of the information found was not.  A 
variety of apps were looked at as to see what could be found.  Some of the apps looked at 
are widespread such as Facebook and Snapchat while others are less popular. 
 
 
1. Download iExplorer from  
http://www.macroplant.com/iexplorer/download-ie3-mac 
Plug the iPhone into the computer and this page comes up.  Information about the phone 
comes up, but we are looking at the apps folder in this demonstration. 

 
 
2. In the Apps folder, all the downloaded apps appear as folders.  Copy each folder to the 
computer. 
 

 
 



 
3.  Data stored on apps comes in many different file formats such as database files as well 
as photos.  To find database files a simple bash script can be run which finds all files in 
an folder with the extension .db, .sql or .sqlite. 
 
Bash script: 
 
#!/bin/bash 
find . -name *.db 
find . -name *.sql 
find . -name *.sqlite 
 
 

 
These can be opened with programs such as Dateum LE which displays the contents of a 
database. 
 
4.  A similar script can be run to find image files. 
 
#!/bin/bash 
find . -name *.jpg 
find . -name *.pdf 
find . -name *.png 
 
 
  



Results 
Each of the 22 apps listed above were looked at.  They were analyzed for readable 
databases and photos.  This highlights the most interesting results. 
 
FACEBOOK 
Links to the social media website Facebook 
 
The database files were unreadable, but the search for images was very successful. 
In the following directory there were folders 0,1,2, … 9 and a,b, … f. 
/Facebook/Library/Caches/FBStore/_7.0.6_iphone_35997e7ab4b7bc699586ac2069f91f0
db6fbd53d_en_en_US/FBDiskCachefiles 
Each of these folder contain a series of .png files which included facebook photos of the 
user and of the users facebook friends.  There were also advertisements and other images.  
Below are some of the other images that were found in these folders of images. 

 
 
SNAPCHAT 
Sends photos and videos to friends that disappear after ten seconds 
 
Nothing was recoverable in the database search, but there were successful searches for 
*.png files.  The app was found to store photos taken through the snapchat app, that the 
user saved to their phone.  These were found in /Snapchat/Library/Caches/Snapshots 
/com.toyopagroup.picaboo/Main. 
Additionally, there were some files in /Snapchat/tmp with the extension .snp.  Initially 
these could not be opened, however by using the file command, it was found that these 
were actually .jpgs.  Upon opening them, recent snapchats were recovered that were sent 
by the user but never purposely saved by the user. 
 

 



MILERMETER 
Traces running or biking routes on maps 
 
A SQLite database is used to store all routes.  The routes are stored by storing a series of 
way points as longitude and latitude coordinates.  The waypoints can be viewed in clear 
text along with other information about the route.  Also, there is a section for deleted 
routes, however it was empty. 

 
 
 
SKYVIEW FREE 
Maps stars in the sky 
 
A SQLite data base is used to store all information related to the stars.  The entire 
database can be viewed including a users favorites, which they can set in the app. 
 

 



AAA 
Links to the AAA website and finds travel and amenties information based on your 
location 
 
In the directory /AAA/Documents/AAAMaps/V001/CommonDocs there were text files 
named RecentsIPhone and CurrentLocation that displayed recent locations through 
latitude and longitude coordinates in clear text. 
 
 
DOCS 
Links to Google Docs account for storing documents online 
 
The Docs app has the option to store files on the phone itself so that one does not need an 
Internet connection to access them.  In the users account, there were no documents that 
were selected to be stored on the device.  Using the script to search for pdf comment, it 
was found that the app was storing documents on the device despite the user not selecting 
this option. 
 

 
 
These two pdfs (Other.pdf and Movies.pdf) were documents saved in the users Google 
Docs account. 
 
 
DRIVE 
Links to Google Drive account for storing and editing documents online 
 
Like the Docs app, this app was found to be storing many of the documents from the 
users account on the device even though this option had not been selected by the user.  
There were pdf documents as well as jpg images. 
 
 
RUNKEEPER 
Activity tracker and log for running and other athletic activities 
 
RunKeeper keeps track of all the users activites within the app in a sqlite database.  As 
shown below the most recent activity can be viewed in the database.  We can see there 
was a strength training manual activity. 



 
 
RunKeeper also seemed to have a database with titles of what could be users information, 
such as activities, routes, personal record stats and other as shown below.  Despite having 
this database, there was no information in it even though the user has tracked activities 
with the app. 

 
 
 



 
TWITTER 
Links to the social media website Twitter 
 
The Twitter app had several databases but none of them were readable.  The search for 
images came out highly successful.  In 
/Twitter/Library/Caches/com.atebits.tweetie.profile-images there was many .jpg files that 
contained profile pictures from twitter accounts that the user follows. 


